Volunteer Application
Fill out form below. Please complete all sections of it.

Special Skills:
Please list any special skills you possess:

In which of the following areas would you be interested in
providing volunteer services?
Adoption Ambassador
Taking photos
Transport Check-in
Fostering
Special Events
Please list any other volunteer experiences with other animal
rescue or non-profit organizations:

How did you hear about Wolf Trap Animal Rescue Volunteer
opportunities?

When speaking to your scheduling availability, when would
you be available to volunteer?

Have you ever adopted an animal from an Animal Shelter?
Yes
No
Volunteering for the animal shelter is not only animal related,
it also involves constant contact
with the public. How do you feel about interacting with all
types of people?

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF VOLUNTEER
APPLICANTS
*
I understand that the primary objective of the Wolf Trap
Animal Rescue is the humane and
compassionate care and treatment of animals. I understand
that it is the expectation of Wolf Trap
Animal Rescue that individuals volunteering to serve at the
community will promote the operations of
the rescue and will project a positive image for the rescue and
its operations. I understand that the
rescue has complete and sole discretion in the review and
approval of volunteers and may, in its sole
discretion: approve or deny an applicant to volunteer; may
temporarily suspend or permanently
terminate the service of a volunteer at any time; and may
suspend or terminate the volunteer program in
its entirety at any time.
Yes
No

*
I understand that, if approved to serve as a volunteer with the
rescue. If I am approved to serve as a
volunteer, I agree to abide by and comply with the policies,
rules and regulations set out by Wolf Trap
Animal Rescue policies. If I am unclear as to the requirements
set out by the rescue or any aspect of my
service as a volunteer, I agree that I will communicate with
rescue staff to obtain answers to questions
or to obtain clarification.
Yes
No
*
I understand that, if approved to serve as a volunteer with the
rescue, I may be required to work
with and in conformity with the expectations of rescue staff
and I agree that I will take direction from
and work in cooperation with rescue staff. I agree that my
contacts and communications with rescue
staff will be positive, constructive and respectful. I further
understand that, if approved to serve as a
volunteer with the rescue, I may also be required to be in
communication and contact with members of
the public and I agree that my contacts and communications
with members of the public will also be
positive, constructive and respectful.
Yes
No
*
I understand that Wolf Trap Animal Rescue cannot guarantee
or be held responsible for the health,
behavior or temperament of any dog I may handle. I am aware
that a dog may cause personal or
property damage and agree to keep pets in my care securely
contained. I will not hold Wolf Trap
Animal Rescue, nor any of its members, liable for any
damage, injury or harm caused directly or
indirectly through my volunteer activities.
Yes
No

*
I have initialed each provision above to confirm that I have
read that provision, that I understand
that provision and that I agree to abide by these provisions if
approved to serve as a volunteer with the
Wolf Trap Animal Rescue.
Yes
No
*If nothing happens after click, please make
sure that you filled all required fields. Required
fields start with *
Is nothing happening when you click submit?
Please call 855-684-3184 for assistance

